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ABOUT US
The Rumble Museum at Cheney is run by educational charity The Iris Project and spread 
throughout corridors and rooms. We run regular projects, talks and events, and have two active 
student Museum Councils.
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On Tuesday, Year Nines were very lucky to welcome Sarah Lloyd from the Oxford Natural History 
Museum who had brought a collection of skulls! She explained that the skulls were all replicas, 
made from 3-D  printing, and observed that  people often feel disappointed when they hear that 
something is a  replica, but there are various reasons why museums might use replicas,  such as 
handling, ethical considerations concerning human remains, and also simply that the museum 
does not own an item, but would like a copy.

This was the case with the first skull. She explained that it was a human  skull - human being 
defined as a mammal with a large brain which walked  on two legs. She revealed that this was a 
model of the skull of the  famous "Lucy". Lucy was discovered in 1974 by palaeoanthropologist 
Donald Johanson, who was  exploring the Afar region in Ethiopia. Lucy was a type of early human  
called a "Australopithecus afarensis" and her remains are just under 3.18 million years old.

Sarah asked students to put several skulls of different chronological order. Everyone tended to 
order them on size, but some  used other things such as  the shape of the jaw or the brow.  
Sarah then asked you to answer some questions about what information you  thought that you 
could or couldn't get from a skull. Questions ranged from what the diet of the early humans 
might have been, to whether they  played as children, to what sort of population size there might 
have been. 
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On Friday 4th February, we were privileged to welcome Aidan Meller to the  Rumble Museum 
and Cheney School to deliver a fascinating talk to our  Sixth Formers about his journey into the 
world of art, and how this led,  unexpectedly, to the creation of Ai-Da, the world's first ultra  
realistic robot.

Aidan had brought two original pieces of Ai-Da's art, both self-portraits,  which he displayed to 
the Sixth Formers. He started by talking about how  he developed a passion for art as a young 
person, and wanted to become  part of the art world. He worked very hard educating himself on 
art, and  over the years gained a lot of knowledge. In the very early days, he  spent time as an art 
and history teacher in Witney, before deciding that  he wanted to set up his own gallery. He ran 
the art gallery for over 20  years. In the process of doing so, he realised that 1% of all artists,  
made up most of the art world. He spent a long time trying to work out  why that might be, and 
what might connect all those artists. Eventually,  he decided that it wasn't to do with their 
background, education or  anything like that, but that it was that each of the most famous and  
enduring artists of their time reflected back to society something that  was causing anxiety and 
uncertainty at the time to people. For example,  Tracey Emin's Unmade Bed reflected the 
looming awareness that the  internet and ability to see inside our lives was at hand, which it  
turned out to be.
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This caused him to look at the sorts of things that thinkers about the  future now were 
forecasting for the 2020?s, and the one commonality he  discovered was the rise of A.I.

He met with a range of people from the University of Oxford, and formed a  team of over thirty 
people on creating Ai-Da. Aidan explained how you  could have a conversation with Ai-Da, and 
how she created new artwork in  response to what she sees. These algorithms on the computer 
vision make  her unique. Ai-Da has created lots of interest across the globe, but  Aidan 
emphasised that the purpose of the project was not to create lots  of robots like Ai-Da - but to 
encourage people to reflect on the fact  that in the very near future, and already, our lives our 
being affected  by A.I. and that we may find ourselves increasingly sharing our lives  with A.I. This 
raises lots of complex questions and issues, and it is  these that he hopes the Ai-Da project will 
encourage us to address.

After his talk, the Sixth Formers had an opportunity to ask questions. The  questions were very 
broad-ranging. Some students asked whether Ai-Da  experienced emotions and was conscious. 
Aidan stated that she is a  machine and doesn't experience those things, though suggested that 
at  some point in the future it may be that robots do achieve a closer  imitation of being 
human-like. Others were curious about how well films  portrayed A.I. Aidan recommended 
Ready Player One and Her as two  examples of films that had portrayed AI very effectively.

We are hugely grateful to Aidan for introducing us to such a fascinating  robot and project, as 
well as bringing Ai-Da's artwork to view. We are  planning to work with Aidan and Ai-Da on a 
project with the Rumble  Museum in the coming months.
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On Friday 4th February, the Year Eight Latin classes visited the  Ashmolean to explore the 
Aegean World Gallery. Last term, the groups  learned about the Minoans and Mycenaeans, and 
how the English  archaeologist Arthur Evans excavated these Bronze Age sites. We looked  at 
many of the fascinating finds he donated to the Ashmolean.

The trip was an opportunity to see some of the many items we looked at  in lessons, ranging 
from artistically decorated Minoan pottery with its  sea life and floral motifs, such as drinking 
cups and oil lamps, to  intricately detailed seal stones.The students completed a trail booklet and 
spent about 45 minutes in the  gallery. We then were able to spent our last ten minutes looking 
at  some of the beautiful red-and black figure pottery, sculptures,  inscriptions and other items in 
the Greece gallery next door. 

We are very grateful to the Ashmolean for welcoming us and enabling the  group to explore such 
a range of objects from these fascinating ancient  civilisations.
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Last autumn, our Year Eight Latin students created Primordial Soup, a graphic novel full of 
stories about the embittered, overthrown older gods, living out their lives in modern day Oxford.

This autumn, a new group of Year Eights have taken on the challenge  of a sequel! This time, 
though, the tables are turned, and the Olympians  have been trapped in the Underworld, and 
are facing a range of  unexpected and unappealing situations.

We are very lucky to once again have been joined in this project by  local artist Lydia Hall. Lydia 
worked with the students on the artwork  for the story, and turned their artwork and ideas into a 
cohesive  graphic novel.

We are also grateful to have been supported by a grant from TORCH for  this exciting initiative. 
Pages of these stories will be displayed at  the Ashmolean Dante Late Night Opening on 26th 
November 2021. We are holding a launch event for both graphic novels on Friday 1st April, 3.45 - 
5.30pm. All ages are welcome, and there will be activity stalls and refreshments. Please let me 
know if you would like to attend by emailing lro@cheney.oxon.sch.uk
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